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Group-A

1. Attempt any five out of the following : 2×5=10

(a) Explain the Dandamatrik Notation System in brief.

(b) Why do you think that the Bhatkhande notation system is more popular than the rest?

(c) Briefly give the history of Bengal’s own Gharana of Music.

(d) The Banaras Gharana is famous for which of the Semi-classical forms ? Name four
eminent artists of his gharana.

(e) What do you understand by Kabi Gaan ?

(f) Who is known as the doyen of Bangla Tappa? Give two examples of the Tappas sung
by him/her.
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(g) What was Dasarathi Ray famous for ? Write the lyrics of a song composed by him.

(h) Write your views on the necessity of having various gharanas.

Group-B

2. Attempt any four out of the following : 5×4=20

(a) What do you understand by Dhap Kirtan ? Write the notation of anyone.

(b) Write a detailed note on the contribution of Sri K. D. Bandopadhyay to Bengali music.

(c) What are the salient features of Agra gharana ? Name any four famous musicians from
this gharana.

(d) Describe the Akarmatrik Notation system.

(e) How did Brahma Sangeet come into existence ? State briefly.

(f) Discuss the contribution of Sri Kshetramohan Goswamy to Indian music.

Group-C

3. Attempt any three out of the following : 10×3=30

(a) Give your views on the growth of Indian Classical Music centres. What was the role of
Kolkata in this regard?

(b) Write down the similarities and dissimilarities between Jaipur and Kirana gharana. Name
any three artists from each of the gharanas. Also mention any one famous bandish from
both gharanas.

(c) How would you differentiate between Akarmatrik, Dandamatrik and Bhatkhande notation
system ? Draw a table and explain.

(d) What were the contributions of Sri Sourindra Mohan Tagore to Bengali Music ?

(e) Give a detailed description of Jatra Gaan.
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